Stereotactic insertion of intracerebral electrodes in the investigation of epilepsy.
Intracerebral electroencephalography is sometimes necessary in the pre-surgical evaluation of patients with drug-resistant epilepsy, in order to define the site(s) of seizure onset. Accurate depth electrode insertion would ideally require multimodal image integration, repetitive and non-invasive localization, assessment of positional accuracy and freedom in target and entry point selection. A method for the acquisition of the multimodal image stereotactic information, necessary for the precise targeting of the mesial temporal structures, and the operative technique used for the accurate placement of the intracerebral electrodes is described. The use of the Gill-Thomas (G-T) stereotactic repeat localizer offers the degree of temporal freedom during the data acquisition period of the electrode implantation procedure which leads to the advantage of an unhurried multi-image integration and targeting in any individual case combined with less discomfort for the patient. The integration of the G-T repeat localizing system with the existing components of the Cosman-Roberts-Wells (CRW-3) stereotactic system offers additional advantages. The target-centered arc-radius design allows complete freedom in the selection of the entry point, offers the possibility of multiple trajectories through the same entry point and permits a choice of either oblique or orthogonal lateral approaches, that are particularly useful for the electroencephalographic sampling of the posterior mesial temporal structures. The satisfactory localizing value of the technique and the additional advantage of easy confirmation of the positional accuracy of the electrodes during the postoperative period, using standard radiographic and magnetic resonance imaging studies, increases the potential of the technique for precise placement of depth electrodes during the pre-surgical evaluation of patients with epilepsy.